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semantics of languages based on sucb lazy strategies rises the need of developing good 
debugging tools. Currently, there are debugger models for pure functional language• 
[25].[14],[18]. Moreover, the interest of functional logic programming for practical 
applications and the different implementat ions existing for them (3],[15, 16),[23],[27], 
(6],[12) , (20] have motivated the development of good debugging tools as we can find in 
[13],(8]. However, a lthough in the last years methods to transla te lazy rewriting and 
narrowing into Prolog have been developed in such a way that Prolog computation 
rules simulate the lazy strategy, there are no existing debugger tools for this kind or 
strategies. 

In this paper we present a debugging model and an environment -BabLog- for a 
programming language which combines lazy functional and logic programming. The 
computation of BabLog programs is based on lazy narrowing under a particular con· 
trol regime demand dri-ven (dds) presented in [19] wbich determines an order for 
evaluating arguments and applying rules in computing head normal forms of total 
function applications. Such order is driven by the concept of demanded argumente 
wbich will be defi'!ed in subsection 3.1. Moreover, the debugging model is also appro
priate for reflecting BabLog goal computations executed under other lazy strategiee 
which could be expressed similarly to the dpt strategy. 

Our debugging model is based on Byrd's box model [4] for logic programs, incorpo
rating new kinds of boxes which reflect lazy narrowing, and giving extra information 
in some box ports in order to make easier the chase of goal computations. From the 
user point of view, several facilities similar to those existing in most Prolog debuggers 
have been incorporated. On the other hand, the environment includes a compiler 
which translates a program into Prolog clauses following the dd! and n11ive strate
gies and tools enabling to measure the time and number of calls to hnf needed for 
computing one or more solutions of a goal. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we introduce the syntax of 
BabLog. Section 3 explains the computational semant ics of the dds strategy, giving 
an algorithm which reflects how to compute head normal forms of total function 
applications. Section 4 contains the debugging model of BabLog and explains the 
possibility of applying· this model to other lazy strategies. Section 5 presents our 
actual implemented environmenL. Some conclusions are finally drawn in section 6. 

2 BabLog Syntax 

The syntax of BabLog is similar to that of the functional logic program ming language 
Babel [15],[22] which includes a type system with parametric polymorphism in the 
style of ML [21] [7] , facilities to define higher order functions using curryfica.tion 
and partial application in order to achieve higher order programming without using 
>.-abstractions in the line of Miranda [26). 

Let < DC, DF > be a signature with the ranked alphabet DC = UneN DC" 
of data constructor symbols, and the disjoint ranked alphabet DF = UneN DF,.. of 
function symbols. The following syntactic domains· are distinguished: 
• Variable" X, Y, Z E Va.r 

• Terms " • t , .. E Term : 

··- X 
c 

%X E Va.r 
% c E DC0 
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(c t 1 ... t,..) % c E DC",t,ETerm, i E {1, •.. ,n}, n~1, 
1 1'1111rcuioru e, l, r .. E Ezpr : 

r t % t E Term 
c % c E DC 
f % f E DF 
(e1e2 ) % 'application',e1,e2 E Ezpr 

lu llu· following, letters c, d, .. are used for constructors, t, "• .. for terms, e, l , r, ·· for 

•• pr r~sions and f, g, h, .. for fu nction symbols. 

Ia I BabLog programs 

A /1 11bLog program consists of a finite set of function and predicate definitions and 
tl111 lnrutions of the constructed types. Type declarations occurring in a BabLog pro-
11 11111 must be declared before being used. A function symbol f E _DF" is defined by 
a lltllt.c set of rules which are conditional equations. ~ach defimng rule for f must 

lt"Y'' Lhe form: rlu 

ftt ... t,.. .- {lt = r 1 , •• . , l,.. = r,..-+} e ...._,._., 
lh• gu4rd(opti~>nc>l) 

wlwe t; E Term! , e, 1, , r, E Ezpr. A BabLog goal ha.s the same structure than a 

llllll'd. . . 
!~unction definitions must obey certain natural conditions such a.s left lme11nty, 

j11, 11t determinism and nonambigu.ity; see [9]. Function symbols must also have_ main 
IVJit: . The syntax for predicate definitions is an extension ofProlog one, but pr~dtc~tes 
ar n handled as boolean functions. As an example, a legal BabLog program ts gtven 
lty ~he following defining rules and type declarations: 

dat a. nat := zero!(sue nat). 
data list A [ ]I [A l(li!tA)]. 

fun foo_grea.t 

foo_great zero Y 

nat _. nat_. bool. 

fals e. 

·- true. foo _grea.t (sue X) zero 
f oo_great (su.c (sue X)) (sueY) .- foo _grea.t (sue X) Y. 

fun or 
or X true 
or true Y 
or false false 

fu.n map 

map F [] 
map F [XIXs] 

bool --> bool -+ bool. 
.- true. 
.- true. 
.- false . 

(A -t B) -t li.!t A -t 

[ ]. 
[F XI map F X.!] . 

list B . 

A ttoal for this program is: 
map (foo_grea.t (.!uc (sue (.!uc zero)))) [zero, (sue (.!uc zero))] L 

fur which we expect L =[true, true] as computed answer. 
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3 Operat ional Semant ics under dds 
The Demand Driven Strategy {dd!) is a computational strategy for lazy oarrowi which was first specified in [19] as a translation into Prolog. We have adapted t 
strategy in order to support BabLog programs. As we said in subsection 2.1, a Ba 
goal G is a sequence of equalities between expressions, thus to 6olve G will 
of solving sequentially the equalities occurring in G. Before commenting the 
in which an equality is solved, we define the set Sfree of safe Cree variables of expression - which corresponds to the free variables occurring in its shell [19]-. follows: 

Sfree(X) .- {X} 
Sfree(c e1 . . . en) .- Uie{t, ... ,n} Sfree(ei) 
Sfree(f Ct ... en) .- u,E{l, ... ,n} Sfree(ei) 
Sfree(f el·· · en) .- 0 

%X E Var 
% e, E Ezpr,c E DC 
% e, E Ezpr,f E DFm,n < m 
% e, E Ezpr, f E DFn 

The first step for computing an equality e = l between two expressions is to 
calculate the head normal forms of l and e (Hl, He respectively). If some of the 
previous computations fail, then the equality fails . Other~ise, the equality He = 1/1 
must be solved, by following the rules: 

1. X= Y, X, Y E Var, succeeds producing the binding {X/Y}. 
2. X = ( c e1 ... en), X E V ar, c E DC succeeds producing the following bin din& 

{X/(c t1 ... tn)} if: 
-X fl. Sfree(c e1 ... en)· . 
- The sequence of equalities X 1 = e1 1 ••• 1 Xn = en succeeds producing the 

bindings {X,jt;}, where X, are fresh variables. 

3. ( c e 1 . •• en) = X is analogous to rule 2. 

4. (c e1 . .. en) = (c r1 . .. rn) succeeds if e1 = r 1, ... , en = rn succeeds. 
The case of partial applications of a function symbol is computed analogously by 

considering the function symbol as a constructor symbol (9},[11). 

3 .1 Com putation of head nor mal forms · 
We will use hnf(e) to denote the head normal form of an expression e 2• hnf(e) = e holds except for total function applications for which program rules must be applied. 
In order to avoid repeated evaluations of arguments, the dds strategy applies defining 
rules based on the notion of demanded po.sitions in such a way that the order in which 
rules are applied can vary from their application order. We will return over this point 
in later examples. 

Given a BabLog program P , let P1 be the defining rules off in P . We present an 
algorithm (DDS) to transform PJ into a new unique defining rule f X 1 •. • X 0 := EA , 
where EA E ExprAuz and EzprAu:e is defined by: 

2 An expreaaion may have several head nonnel fonns. In pure fundionallanguagea that ia no\ pou ible. 

{b ~} e 
case eo/ 

c1 Xu ... X1r, : EA1 
o c2 X21 • . • x, .. , : EA2 

o c .. X .. t •. . X ...... : EA .. 
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% e E E::pT, b i .s a guard 
% e E E z pT 
% c 1 e DC"' 
% C2 E DC .. , 

enc:Lca.se · E {1 m} d % EA; E E:;pTAuz, • , · · · , I .seq EAt 0 EA2 0 • .. 0 EAm en seq 

. d f b . · ons The first one refers to the 'l'ht• oet EzprA uz contains three km o aslc expres~l . . . th head normal 
ul f P th ond one is a case distmct10n over e ,•laii of some r e o J • e sec e- Each construction 

ft lllll of e -being e the expre~sion referenced by t~~lope~~~~:t~:~ between hnf(e) and ttl curring in a ca.se alternative represents a possl e u It t' which will be tried IIIII Ia construction. Finally, the third one represents a erna tves 
"~'ttuentially -as a Prolog disjunction-. 

• P reliminary notions . llefore explaining the algorithm it is necessary to define some notiOns. n 

• A call pattern cpt is any function application f h ... tn twher; ~s :a~~ ~ t; E Term!. If t; E Var, for all i E {1, .. ·In} then f 1 ••• n 
generic call pattern. 

d let l be the lhs of a defining rule. We say that • Let cpt be a c~ff l~atter~ antance of cpt via some term-substitution (necessarily l matches cpt 1 lS an tns 
linear). . . 

• pos{e) denotes t.he set. of positions of the expression e. It is defined mductlvely 
by: 
pos(e) = {E}I if e E Var DF u DC pos( e) = { c} u { i.p 11 $ i $ n, p E pos(ei )}1 if e = 'P e1 · .. en, 'P E 

• Let cpt and R be a call pattern and a set of defining rules respectively, for some 
function symbol f E DF. } lh!( cpt , R) = {lhs l lh.s := rh.s E R and lh! matches cpt . 

L t t=f t t be a caB pattern, and let R be a subset of the set. of defirung • e cp 1 • · • n . 
rules of f. If u E pos(cpt)~ we Will say: .. . d d db l E lhs(cpt R) iff l has a constructor at posttton u. - u u eman e y 1 

. d ded ;n Riff u is demanded by some l E lhs(cptl R). - u lS ema.n • · d d - u is uniformly demanded in Riff lhs(cpt, R) is not empty and u IS deman e 
by every l E lhs(q1t, R). t 1 1 t R be the set of defining rules for the function symbol foo_grea as an ed:x~mp et,' e 2 1 (foo great X Y) bas position 1 uniformly demanded : define m sec ton · · - { } hil position 2 111 and thus demanded- in R by the constr~ctors zero, 8UC I w e 

demanded but. not unirorm ly demanded 1D R. 
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3.2 The D DS algorit hm 
Let f be a function symbol and P1 its defining rules in P. We define: 

DDS(!, P1 ) := DDS(! X1 •. • Xn, Ph {1, .. , n}). 
A call to DDS(cpt, R , V P} where cpt is an instance off X1 •.. Xn, R 3 is a subset of PJ, and V P = pos(cpt) returns an expression EA E E z prAuz by following the steps: 

1. Some position in V P is uniformly demanded in R. Let u be the first less -following the lexicographic order- uniformly demanded position in R. Let X be the variable at position u in cpt. Let c1 , .•• , Cn -taken in textual order- be the constructors occurring at position u of the lhs of the rules in R such that Ci =/:- CJ fori'# j, i, j E {1, ... , n}. Let Tj be the arity of c;, for all j E {1, ... , n}. For each c; build the following subsets of R, call pattern and V P: 
• Rj = { lhs := rhs E R taken in teztual order I c; occurs at position u in lhs} • cpt; = cpt[X/c; X; 1 ... X;r, ] where X; 1 , ... , X;~, are fresh variables • V P; = (V P - {u}) U { u.l, .. , u.r;} where '-' denotes the set difference 
The call to DDS(cpt, R , V P) returns a case distinction: 
case X of % demanded position u 

Ct Xu ... Xlr, DDS(cptt ,Rt, VPt) 
0 C2 x21 . .• X2r~ : DDS(cpt2 , R2, VP2) 

0 Cn Xnl· .. Xnr,. : DDS(cptn,Rn, VPn} 
endcase 

Note that each construction occurring in a case alterna tive represents a possible unification between the head normal form of the expression occurring at position u in cpt and such construction. If the unification succeeds, bindings over the original cpt variables can be produced. 

2. No position in V Pis demanded in R. Then DDS(cpt, R, V P) returns a sequence of alternatives: 
seq 

0 

0 

endseq 

%by r11 

% by Tt2 

% by Ttm 

where Tti has the form f til .. . 4n := {bi ~} ei and have been taken in the lcxtual order of R. If m = 1 then the operator seq can be omitted. 
!1. Some position in V P is demanded, but not uniformly demanded in R. Let ua , ... , u~; be those positions in V P which are demanded in R, taken in lexico,.ruphic order. We make the following partition of R: 
•u will be composed of rules whose lh1 are inatancea of cpt. 
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F h . 1 < j < k: R . is the subset of R composed of tho~e ru.l~s whose • or eac J , - - 1 • • . nd are not in any R.,' < J . IIIII matches cpt, demand the poslhon .ut'· a f those rules not demanding posi• Let Reduce b e the subset of R consls mg o 
t.ions in R. 
' l' he call to DDS(cpt, R, V P) returns: 

11eq 
D DS(cpt, R11 V P ) % go to step 1 
0 
DDS(cpt, R2, V P) %go to step 1 

0 

0 
%go to step 1 DDS(cpt,R,. , VP} 

{o DDS(cpt, Reduce, V P)} % if Reduce -:f:. 0 go to step 2. 
end seq 

•• ~ 11111ple 1 . · 2 1 l,ct or the function symbol defined m subsectl~n . . 
11/JS(or ,Por ), the new defining rule for or has the form. 

or A B .- seq 
case A of 

true 
0 false 

endca.se 
0 
ca.se B of 

true %by or, 
case B of 

false : false % by ora 
endcase 

true true % by OTt 

After computing 

endca.se 
endseq 

. utin the head normal forms of 'rhe steps followed by d.ds s~rategy 1~ 7mp r /he computed solutions would (I)T X true) are represented ID this new rue oro . 

he: · d ' X t t 1) true bin tng o r~e . . 
2} true without producmg bmdmglf .. d b lied in their defimtlOD order' t he Note that if the defining rules for(or hXa t ee)n ap~d have been obtained just in the ,·om puted bead normal forms for or rue wou. . d r to the followed one by the DDS algonthm. reverse or e 

• This conrution avo ids repeated solutioOJI. 
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4 BabLog Debugging Model 
Our debugging model for lazy narrowing is based on Byrd's box model. The standard boz-oriented debugger for logic programs associates a box to each literal call during the computation piocess. The boxes are defined by the well-known four ports: call, redo, ezit, fail. The first one is used when a literal must be proved for the first time. It is possible to leave the box through the e:eit port (if the literal is successfully proved) or the fail port (if the literal proof fails). If the literal proof succeeds and it is necessary to find another proo( for it, the box is entered again through the redo port. In order to provide a debugging model for lazy narrowing similar to the standard box-oriented one, we have introduced new kinds of boxes which reflect the different computation steps (narrowing, lazy.unifications,etc .. ) given by the dd' 'trategy for solving goals. On the other hand our debugging model incorporates several facilities to allow the user to follow the computation of a goal in an easy way. Each box will have an associated number to indicating the number of entered boxes which are still to be proved. All ports for the same box will have the same associated number that the box has. Moreover each box is identified by a label which provides information about the kind of computation being executed. Leaving a pox thiough the fail port means that the process represented by such box is completely finished. 

<> Eqs-box 
An eq&-bo:e for a goal e1 = r 1 , ••• , en = rn contains n boxes which correspond to the computation of each equality e; = r, , and has the following structure: 

fail 
eval-eqs 

<> Eq-box 
An eq-boz for an equality e = r contains two hn.f-bo:ee6 for computing the head normal forms (He, Hr respectively) of e and r, a bin.d.-boz for checking the compatibility of Be and Br, producing the corresponding ,bindings and, if either He or Hr are not variables, then it also contains an eq6-bor for solving the new sequence of generated equalities -as it was said in section 3-. The structure of an eq-boz is shown in the figure below, where the box represented by discontinuous lines can not appear. 
~ev~a!!:l-:!e~q+;------------------------"] succeed 
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t th we have removed the bin.d.-boz In order to simplify the trace shown o e u~er,. h b • left. with · d · an eq boz showing the goal variable bmdmgs w en an eq- oz ts tnnt.lllne m , -
•111t.css. 

1 ll nf-box d 1 f The hn.f-boz This box corresponds to the computation of hea norma orms: . . . ted to the computation of head normal forms of variables, partial appbcat~ons nttnoc•n . . d . sim le since these express1ons "' expressions with a constructor m theJr hea IS. very p d' th h the call port . h d normal form. Thus their hn.f-boz Will be entere roug . 1111' 111 ea b . t t · · g the same expression as hiH:l Lhey will be left immediately through t e eXJ por gJvm 
uuique result. . f h ad ormal forms for total func-'J'he hn.f-boz associated to the computatiOn o e n t d b the h · EA E EzprAu:z: re urne Y Moll applications is based _on t e e~presston . to the function symbol. Let f)IJS algorithm presented m subsection 3.1, apphed DF" Th ew ' f t' DDS(! P ) where f E · · e n 11' 1\ E E:z:prAu:z: be the result o compu mg • J . b h d.J- t tegy ' . is· f X Xn := EA. The steps gtven y t e a.. s ra tlr fl nmg rule for f . 1 . . . f tal function application f el ... en, n~r computing the head nor~al fo;m o any to h EA' = (EA)[Xde;]. The 11

• c Ezpr are represented m EA E E:z:prAu:z:, w ere 
t\~neral structure for EA' has the form below: 

EA' .- 'eq 
% co.se1 , demanded position u1, 

EA'tt 

0 

0 

co.se e1, of 
en : 

0 Cln 1 

endcase 

co.se ez ~ of % co.sek' demanded position uz. 
Clcl : EA~l 

0 Cin• : EA~"• 
endcase 

0 0 . . . 0 r , ... endseq % reduce seq r ,, r,l 
endseq 

. 
Ln order t o simplify notation , we . haveXused Cij ;o ~ep;::;:~le~~e ~::t~:~~b: X X c·· E DC'"•> I where xl 0. 0 .. . , are res h Cl j 1... r;, ~. '' d EA' d thus contains lc ca6e-bozes -one for eac case ror f et en lS base 00 an 1 • 1 r I ti~~~ and a reduce-box corresponding to the set of app y~ng r~ es r, ~' ·:.I ,.., j :,o~::T :!o;;:t~~~i;~~~~~t~;est,h:~:!:~e::l~ ~:: ;~::e:t~~~t:~~:di~e:::~r b:b::;d~.Jas 1 

· • 1 b 1 d 'th a•e ·- two processes can e -Inside the i _ th case alternat1ve - a e e w! c " ' d . . h d The first one refers to the evaluatiOn to head norr:nal form of et, an ~~~eg~~ss~ hie unifications between hn/( e1,) and the constructions Cij X J • • ·X .. ,,, for 
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each j E {1, .. , n;}. The second one refers to the computations represented by EAi;· Thus, a co.~e-boz contains a la.zy-unification--box which represents the first mentioned process, and a hnf-boz for representing the second one. The structure of a ca.se-boz is given below: 

CASE-box (case;) 

call 
exit 

I lazy-unification-box HNF-box J c e C2 ~ 

fl I I f2 EA';; '2 
fail I pOSICIOn Ul; I redo 

As it can be observed in the next figure, the lazy-unification-boz for position uz, contains a hnf-boz for computing hnf(e1.) and as many unify-boze.s as constructors demanding uz,. A u.nify-boz computes the unification between two expressions, so these boxes have no redo port. 1f the unification between hnf( ez,) and Cij X 1 .•. x .. ,; I for some j E {1, .. , n;} succeeds, then the hnf-boz associate~ to the expression EA~; is entered. If the la.zy-u.nification-boz must be entered again through its corresponding redo port then the unification between hnf(el;) and Cij+l X 1 .. • X .. ,,+, is tried. If j = n; then the hnf-boz associated to ez, is entered through its redo port in order to find another alternative proof. 

succeed l;n 
unoftcatoon 

c 

fail·laz 
unlf1cat1on 

Call ports for unify-boze.s contain extra information about the rules being tried, while fail ports show the number -according to textual order- of the rule which bas been discarded. 
Finally, the redu.ce-bozassociated to the alternative labeled with reduce will contain m app-rv.le-boze.s which represent the different applications of defining rules for the symbol function f. If the rule to be applied has a condition, i.e. it has the form: f e1 •.. en := b-+ e, it will be necessary to solve b before evaluating e to head normaJ form. If the rule has no condition, then the head normal form of its rh..s must be computed immediately. The boxes for reduce and appl-rule are given in the figure below: 
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~--------------------------==:1 exit 
call APP-RULE-box: r. 

APP-RULE-box: r._ 

fai l 

I 
I 

~ 

redo 

hat a oal the condition- boz is analogous As conditions have the same ~tructur. e dit·.a ~ P~rmitting different identifiers to b lth h their identifiers are ueren . . Lo an eqs- o:c a oug t di f uish clearly the execution steps. represent the same process helps the user o s mg 

4.1 Debugging other lazy narrowing strategies . . 
li d to another existing strategy of t ranslation mto Our debugging model can be app e . b d the naive regime control presented Prolog for BabLo~. ~uch strategy IS • ase m:~el to this strategy is possible due t.o in [19}. The apphcatJO? of our de~ug:r:gal forms of total function applications c~n the fact that computat iOnS o: hea n E Auz For more details about the n(nve be represented by an expressiOn EA E :cpr . 

strategy, see [19). DFn . d fi ed by the following set of defining rules: Let us suppose that f E 15 e n 
ftll· ·· hn .- {b,--+}el %/1 
I t .- {b, -+} e, % h h t ... 2n 

1 t,.1 . . . t.,... .- {b.., --+} e... <ro f.,.. • 

t I 
th DDS algorithm to each defining rule of j , we obtam: If we apply separa e Y e 

DDS(!, {/L}) .- EAt 
DDS(f,{/2}) .- EA2 

DDS(!, {lm}) EAm 

T expressions we build a new EA E E ..,.,.Au"' With the former aUXI Jary where i ;r;r- ... . 
defining rule for f: 

•eq 
EA1 o . .. o EA ... 
endseq d . h a way that this rule contains all the information needed to compute the hca 10 sue 1· t. " f I t' of nny total fu nction app lCa 100 lOT . norma ,orms .. 
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5 Implementation Issues 
The BabLog environment has been implemented in Bimprolog and can be executed 
in Sunsparc 1+ stations, under SunOs 4.1.1 or higher. The environment is thought 
up as a command interpreter by means of which the user can access to the different 
existing utilities, such as compilation -following dd~ or naive strategies- and loading of 
BabLog programs, debugging of goal computations, etc .. Moreover, the environment 
contains two kind of evaluation modes: the eval mode -for computing all kind of goals
and the solve mode -for computing only boolean goals-. ln both modes it is possible to measure the Lime and number of calls to hnf needed to compute one or more solutions 
of a goal. The debugger in the BabLog environment presents facilities similar to those 
provided by Prolog debuggers. It allows: 

• to skip from a call port to an ezit port -belonging to the same box- skipping 
over subcomputations inside the box. 

• to set spy points on defined functions, to consult the current spy points and to 
remove existing spy points. 

• to consult the current bindings of the variables of a goal being computed. 
• to leave the debugger mode aborting the computation of a goal , or to leave the 

debugger mode showing the solutions obtained for the goal. 

Moreover, some call and ezit ports contain some extra information which helps the 
user to follow the computation of a goal. For instance, the call port of each unify-boz 
will show the possible rules available for the evaluation of a total function application. 
In this way, when all the lazy-unificationAozes have finished with success, the last 
unify-boz appearing in the last lazy-unification-boz will contain the set of possible 
rules which will be tried sequentially. The call port for each lazy-unifica.tion-boz will 
show the position in the goal which is going to be eval uated to head normal form and 
the set of constructors demanding that position. 

In order to simplify the trace shown to the user, all ports for case and reduce bozes 
are not shown since the information they can give is contained in their internal boxes. 
Moreover, ports for hnf-bozes inside a ca&e-boz are omitted by showing in ezit ports of 
lazy-unification-boxes the new aspect of the original total function application after 
the lazy unification . 

Now, we present an example which shows some of the steps shown by the debugger 
in computing the goal (foo_great sue (sue zero) B = H) . In thls example it can 
be observed that demanded positions inside the same argument are not evaluated 
sequentially from left to right. 

[OJ EV AL- EQS : f oo_great (.sue (•uc zero)) B = H 
[1] EV AL- EQ: f oo..great (•uc (1Uc .zero}) B = H 
[2] EV AL- H N F : foo _great (•tLc (•uc .zero)) B 
[3] LA ZY -UNIFICATION : (•uc(•uczero)) 

- po.sition 1 demanded by {.zero, (•uc X)}
[4.) EV AL- H N F : (•uc (n c .zer o)) 
[4) HNF> > (•uc(auc .zero)) 
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l•l] TRY - UNIFY: (auc (auc .zero)) with. zero 
-trying apply rule 1 of foo _great- . 

[11) FAIL - unif11 : rule 1 of foo.great not apphcable 
[1] T RY - UNIFY: (•uc(.suc.zero))with(euc X) 

-trying apply rule 2, 3 of foo_great-
\ } UNIFY>> {(n c (auc .zero))- (•uc (~uc zer o))} [~ I SUCCEED >> f oo_great (•uc (1Uc zero)) B - new call pattern-
(3) LAZY-UNIFICATION : B o/c lei -po•ition 2 demanded b'JI {zero, ( euc Y)}- "a" o 8 P J!l) SUCCEED >> fo o_great (.sue (•uc zero)) zero - new call pattern
{3) AP p _ RULE : rule 2 to (I oo..grea.t ( auc ( n c zeTo)) .zero) 
Ill] EVAL- HNF: true 
[4) HN F >> true 
[3] SUCCEED>> 
[21 H N F > > true 
[2] EV AL- H N F : H 
[2] HNF >> H 
IJ] SUCCEED>> {B-+ true, H - true} 
(0] SUCCEED>> {B-+ tr.ue , H -+ true} 

II we wish to obtain another solutton: 
[0] REDO _ e'llal- eq• : foo _great (•uc (.sue zero)) true = true 
[l ) REDO_ e11a.l- eq : fo o_great (1Uc (1Uc .zero)) true = true 
)2) REDO- eva! -1m/: true 
[2] FAIL- e11a.l - hnf : 
{2] REDO_ e1Jal-lmf : foo-Brea.t (•uc (•uc zero)) true "s" [3] REDO_ app _rule: rule 2 to (foo_great (.uc_(•uc zero)) zero) 
[3] pAIL _ a.pp - TUle : {no more rule• for applymg to 

(foo_grea.t (~uc (.sue zero)) zeTo)} 
l3] REDO - la..zy- uni fication: zero 

-po~ition 2 demanded by {zero,(~uc Y)}- "a" 
[3] SUCCEED>> f oo_great (sue (auc zer o)) (1Uc Y) 

-new call pattern-
[3] LAZY-UNIFICATION: (suc.zero) 

-po~ition 1.1 demanded by {(•uc Z)} - "s" 
[3] SUCCEED>> foo_great (.sue (auc zero)) (•uc Y) 

- new call pattern-
f3] APP _RULE: rule 3 to foo_great (1Uc (euc .zero)) (•uc Y) 
(3] SUCCEED >> 
[2] H N F > > true 
[2] EV AL - H N F : H 
[2] HNF >> H 

"s" 

[1] SUCCEED>> {B --+ (n c zero), H-+ true} 
[0] SUCCEED>> {B-+ (~uczero),H-+ true} . To compute the second head normal form of (foo_great (&uc (&uc zero)) B) tt 

hii.O been necessary to evaluate to head normal form positions 1, 2andl.l. No~e. that 
•

1•• 1 1 (within the fi rst. argument) has been evaluated to hnf after posttto? 2 pO»l•ton . ) b Th. that a leu to nght (corresponding to the second argument. has een. ts means J · - -
r,v~\uat.ion order is not always followed. 
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6 Conclusions and Related Work 
W_e have presented. a debugging model for BabLog -a lazy functional logic program• mmg language- wh1ch reflects faithfully the computational semantics for the Deman4 ?r:iven control regime. Lazy evaluation delays the computation of an expression until 1t 18 needed, hence the sequence of evaluations is usually quite hard to predict. The tl!U strategy establishes its own order in evaluating arguments and applying rules, baaed on the lazy narrowing. Our debugger helps the user to trace and correct BabLog programs a~d to ~n.derst":"d the s?phisticated operational semantics of the dds strategy by showtng adJtJOnal mformat10n about goal computations. The environment alao contains tools to measure the execution time and number of calls to hnf needed for computing a goal and compare the dds strategy efficience with other existing luy strategies for lazy narrowing. Moreover, the presented debugging model is suitable for other lazy narrowing strategies whose operational semantics can be expressed aim• ilarly to the dds strategy. 
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Abstract 

Laura Semini 

We define eta, a new programming language that combines multiple tuple 
space, object oriented, and logic programming models. Multiple tuple spaces 
provide a powerful model for the development of large systems as a collection 
of communicating components. The combination of multiple tuple spaces with 
logic programming results in a paradigm that well integrates modularity and 
declarativity. 

The object oriented model brings new insights to enhance tuple space lan
guages without affecting their basic characteristics. In the language eta we 
integrate these three models: eta is a multiple tuple space logic language that 
borrows the programming style of the object oriented paradigm; supplies a re
liable communication policy; enhances control allowing mutual exclusion and 
priority. 

Keywords Concunency, multiple tuple spaces, logic programming, object ori
entation. 

Introduction 

Tuple space concurrent languages exploit, for cooperation among processes, the shared 
memory paradigm. The store (i.e. the tuple space) is a multiset of tuples representing 
the cooperation state. Processes communicate by reading and writing on it. 

The first system·truly based on the notion of a tuple space, logically shared among 
concurrent agents, is Linda [9, 8J . Initially conceived as a coordination language, Linda 
evolved into a well defined paradigm to model communication and synchronization 
among distributed processes, written in various languages (C, Fortran, Prolog) . Linda 
provides primitive operations to read, update, and change a tuple space. In Linda 

"This work has been partially founded by Progetto Finalizzato Sistemi lnformaticl e Calcolo 
ParaJielo del CNR, Sotloprogetto 6 
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lh<' tuple space is the medium for cooperation between processes that have their own 
p1 i vate control and a local store. 

Coordination in Linda resembles the model of concurrent constraint programming, 
where processes communicate and synchronize through the store. Indeed, there are 
111any differences between the two models. For instance, shared variables, that pro
vide a second medium of communication in the concurrent constraint model, are not 
present in Linda. 

In Shared Prolog (SP) a tuple is a logical fact (5). The interaction between the 
tuple space (called blackboard) and the agents is controlled by the unification algo
•lthm. The presence of some configurations of the tuple space causes the agents to 
• ea.ct with a transition. A transition (or action, or step) is an operation composed 
or a guarded access to the tuple space, a computation, and a write operation on the 
Luple space. Agents have a local store and a local control only within each single step. 

In a far-reaching extension of the tuple space paradigm, systems are composed of a 
11ct (or hierarchy) of tuple spaces, instead of a single one. Tuples are sent through the 
11ystem from one tuple space to another, exploiting explicit addressing. This exten
Hion orthogonally combines the shared memory and the message passing paradigms, 
providing a model for the modular development of large systems as collection of 
<'Omponents. A tuple space is the local store of each component and components in
teract exchanging tuples. Languages based on multiple tuple spaces are Linda-3 [12}, 
ESP (7], PoliS (10], and Pate [4). . 

In this paper we present a new language, called eta, that combines the multiple 
luple space model with object orientation and logic programming following the ideas 
presented in [2]. We identify a component, i.e. a tuple space and its associated agents, 
wilh an object. As in the SP paradigm, we exploit unification for the interactions 
between the tuple space and the agents. 

The object oriented paradigm supports the notions of information biding, inher
itance, and inter-objects interaction policies. This merge brings new insights on the 
multiple tuple space framework. 

In Section 2 we discuss some features of existing multiple tuple space languages 
IUld we show how they can be improved. In Section 3 we present the language eta 
showing how it copes with some general notions of concurrent and object oriented 
languages. In Section 4 we supply the syntax and an informal semantics of eta. In 
Section 5 we analyse some features of eta with respect to the general object oriented 
model and in the Appendix we provide an example of eta programming. 

2 Motivations 

For the general chara~teristics of the languages based on multiple tuple spaces we refer 
to the literature [7, 4, 10, 12]. Here we focus on some features: program structure, 
protection mechanism, priority, and mutual exclusion. We show how the existing 
languages deal with these features and we propose an alternative solution. 
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Program structure 

In ESP and Pate (PoliS and Linda-3 features are substantially equivalent) a program 
consists of a library of theories, each theory being the parametric definition of an agent 
behaviour. At run time, many theories are activated on each tuple space, most of the 
times at tuple space creation. At this purpose, an activation goal specifies: the tuple 
space name; its initial state; a final condition t hat, when satisfied , callSes the termi
nation of the tuple space itself (both optional); the t heory instances corresponding to 
the activated agents. 

This style of programming gives a high degree of freedom and allows the reuse of 
theory definitions in different contexts. It has at least two disadvantages: activation 
goals are dramatically cumbersome; it is unnatural to design theories out of any 
context, as theories describe the communication of a tuple space with the others. 

The experience of three years of programming in these languages, within the Oikos 
project at the University of Pisa [1, 3], has proven the fallacy of this approach. The 
reuse of parametri,c theory definitions is a rare event. Almost always, ~heories are 
designed having in mind the tuple space on which they are successively activated. 

We contend that it is more natural to treat a tuple space and the set of its as. 
sociated agents as a unique programming entity. This id~a leads to the notion of 
object. 

Protection m echanism 
One of the common features of multiple tuple space languages is that an agent can 
send tuples to any tuple space provided that its address is known. Furthermore, in 
Linda-3 each agent can freely access the tuples of any tuple space both in read and 
consume mode. These language design choices stem from the attempt to maintain 
the philosophy of (single) tuple space based languages, where the tuple space is a 
communication medium that allows the autonomous behaviour of (uncoupled) agents. 

As a consequence, an agent cannot check whether either data will eventually reach 
their destination or communication failed, e.g. becallSe of an error in the address. 
Similarly, it is not possible to prevent a tuple from reaching a tuple space. When a 
tuple reaches a tuple space where it is unexpected, i.e. in which it is ignored by the 
agents, the tuple is not processed and the sender will never receive an answer or an 
acknowledgement. 

The interactions between different tuple spaces are de facto inspired by the message 
passing paradigm, and communication policies, appropriate for this paradigm, must 
be supplied. 

Priority 

In SP, as well as in ESP, an agent is composed of a set of guarded rules. At each 
step, one of the rules whose guard is satisfied is nondeterministically chosen and the 
corresponding action is performed. This amounts to say that an agent selects the 
action to be performed according to the don't care nondeterminism model of classical 
logic concurrent languages [14] . 

In Pate, control strategies such as sequencing and alternation 6£ agent actions are 
declaratively expressed in terms of legal activation sequences, by path expressions [4]. 
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llc>wever, the language is still missing a way of expressing a priority relation between 
1ules. 

Mutual exclusion 
Agents operate on a tuple space concurrently accessing the same tuples. In some 
~tltuations an agent need to lock a part of the tuple space. For instance, the agent 
umy want to perform a sequence of actions on a "private space", or to guarant~ a 
mutual exclusion between two or more actions of different agents. Mutual exclusiOn 
Ill especially needed when the predicate all is involv~ in .the guard of~ agent (see 
Paragraph 4.6 and the use of all in the example supplied w the appendix) . 

3 The language eta 

'l'he language eta is designed to build {logically and physically) dis.tributed syste~s, 
1·ou1posed of a collection of concurrent communicating objects. Object states cons1si 
of a passive component, the tuple space, and of an active component, a set of threads. 
'l'he former is a multiset of logical facts (atoms), while the latter corresponds to agents 
nnd resembles the agents of a Pate system. . . . 

We present the characteristics of eta. with respect to a general cl~st~catl~n cnte
dou, showing how it copes with the notions of dynamicity, commumcatlon, mformar 
t.1on biding, modularity, and others. 

3.1 D ynamicity 

l)ynamic languages allow the design of open systems, where it is possible to add to .a 
Rysiem an entirely new component that was not even thought at system st~t up. Thts 
lucremental growth should not compromise the behaviour of t~e system 1tself. ~ an 
open system, a component is added without halting the runrung system, compiling, 
nud activating the new version. . . 

In eta, where systems are composed of collections of objects, we ~eve dynam1c 
t a.tures with the definition and the activation of new objects at run tune. 

3.2 Communication 

111 eta, objects communicate by sending and receiving messages, using object n~es 

1a,s addresses. The language is asynchronous in the sense that, after a send, objects 
do not stop waiting for an answer. . 

Messages are atoms that are added to the rec~iver o~ject's state and not o?erataon 
111, procedure invocations like in most of the obJect oraented J~guages. Thts allows 
to model at semantic level, the interactions between two ObJects as a rendez-vous: 
rtf~er sendmg a message, an object is blocked until either the m~ssage has reached the 
destination or a failure in the communication is acknowledged. 

This synchronization constraint has a very low impact on the system paralle~ism 
1u1d represents a sufficient condition to build reliable systems. Moreover, combmed 
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with path expressions (see Paragraph 3.7), it forces the sender of a message to wait 

for an answer to its request. It is hence possible to program totally synchronous 
communications, yielding to a (potentially) synchronous language. 

3.3 Information Hiding 

An object provides an interface to the outside world in terms of the messages tuM 

both accepts as input by other objects and produces (and sends through the system). 

Any message sent to an object that does not consider it a possible input, is treated aa 

an error, and the sender is acknowledged. In this way we prevent unexpected tuples 

from reaching a tuple space, as wanted. Moreover, as the interface is the only visible 

public part of an object, we can freely modify object behaviour, just keeping invariant 
the interface itself. 

3.4 Modularity 

A program in eta is a library of class definitions, where a c1ass is, as usual, a parametric 

definition of objects. At run time, new objects are activated simply instantiating 

the parameters of a class. This one-to-one relationship between system modules • 

the physical objects composing a system- and programming modules -class definition 

instances- lifts the modular structure of the multiple tuple spaces paradigm at the 
programming level, simplifying the programmers work. 

Moreover, modularity provides, at system level, a framework to develop large 

systems exploiting the client-server architecture, and modularity at programming 
level, coupled with inheritance, naturally supports reuse. 

3.5 R eactiveness 

Threads connected to an object react to given state configurations by reading and 

consuming some of the contained atoms. Then they carry out an internal computation 
and produce an output. 

Threads behaviour is described by rules: rules have a name and are composed of 
a guard, a body, and a postcondition. 

name: guard 
body. 
postcondition 

Th~ rule name is a term that uniquely identifies the rule within the object. The 

guard lS a sequence of read (Read-guard) and input conditions (In-guard): the former 

is a compound goal on the object state, the latter defines the set of atoms to be 

removed from the state. A guard is satisfied when two conditions are satisfied: there 

exists a substitution that unifies a subset of the tuples contained in the object state 

with the rule guard; the atoms specified by the In-guard occur in the object state and 

can be removed. The body is an atomic Prolog goal, evaluated with respect to the 

Prolog program associated to the object (see Section 4}. The postcondition is a list 
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of n.toms to be written in the object state, or activation requests, or atoms to be sent 

I n other objects. The commit operator 'I' separates the precondition from the body. 

'l'lte commit operator bas a semantics similar to that of classical logic concurrent. 

ltwguages. If the rule is fired, i.e. the commit is taken, then no backtracking is 

JIOSsible. This is often called don't care nondeterminism [14] . 

:L6 D ecla.rativity 

lu eta the interaction between the state and the threads of an object is controlled by 

the unification algorithm. Unification enhances the expressive power of the language 

"·"complex conditions on the tuple space can be expressed in the rules in a declarative 

1111d concise manner. 
Variables scope plays an important role in the language: variables appearing as 

object parameters bind the variables occurring in the rules and in the object inter

fstce. Viceversa, the scope of any variable appearing in a rule, and not in the class 

pllrameters, does not extend out of the rule itself. Finally, bindings in the Prolog 

program are limited to the single clauses, as usual. 

:s. 7 Control 

PFLth expressions have been introduced in Pate as a mechanism to constrain a wild 

uou-determinism in rules activations [4]. In eta they are extended to specify critical 

rr.gions as well as sequencing, alternation, and rule priority. 
A path expression is similar to a regular expression. It specifies a set of paths 

over the alphabet of rule names extended with £ , the empty path expression and 

{'Y1 , ... "fn, ... }{+.-},special terms used to mark critical regions. According to this 

form of control, a rule can fire when both its firing satisfies the path expression and 

Its guard is satisfied by the current state. 

3.8 P arallelism 

The language eta provides two grains of parallelism: fine grained parallelism among 

the threads of an object and coarse grained parallelism among the objects of an 

'/,~1. system. Each form of parallelism refers to a precise cooperation model: shared 

IIICmory and message passing. 
These eta features, both with respect to parallelism grain and to cooperation 

models, look like multitasking implementations commonly used in last generation 

operating systems, as lightweight and heavyweight processes in Mach [15}. In eta these 

f<'rLtures are independent from any language implementation: they are formalized by 

ln.nguage constructs rather than achieved by system calls. 

3.9 Reliability 

Communication between objects can fail: the addressee object may not exist or it 

Ula.y not consider an incoming atom as a possible input. The dynamic characteristics 
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of eta make not possible to detect these failures at compile time: they are handled by 
· the run time support of the language. 

At the language level, it is possible to supply, in rule postconditions, default atoms 
to be written in the object state, in case of failure of the body evaluation; failure of 
the communication; failure in the activation of a new object. 

3.10 Inheritance 

In eta a class definition can inherit from another one, exploiting an isa declaration. 
We adopt an extensional mode of inheriting for the object interfaces, while we allow 
overriding for the object internal behaviour, uniformly with the encapsulation aspects 
of the language. An object can send and receive only the messages that belong to a 
superset of those that are sent and received by an object of the superclass, while the 
reactions to an identical message can be different. 

4 Syntax and Sem~ntics 

In eta a program is a collection of object class definitions, wh~re a class definition has 
the following structure: 

Class 
input 
output 
contents 
initial 
critical 
thread 

class_name [isa class..namej 
{atom}+ 
{free atom}+ 
{! ree atom}+ 
{atom}'", {thread}+ 
{ region..name {atom}+}+ 
{ thread_name : path..expression} + 

rules rule1 

with prolog_program 
end 

In case of class definition by inheritance, all these parts are optional, while at least 
thread, ruies, and one between input, output, and contents must be specified when 
defining an entirely new class. 

4.1 Class_name 

A class name is a term. The funetor identifies the class, while the arguments are 
free variables that are instantiated when an object is activated. Variables appearing 
as parameters in' a class name can bind variables appearing in all the parts but the 
Prolog program. 
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•1. 2 Input, output, contents 

'l'l•vse parts specify the atoms that an object of the class can accept as input from other 
Hhjucts, contain during the execution, or send to other objects, respectively. Input, 
uuLput, and contents of an object can be statically derived from rule definitions. 
llowever, we contend that their explicit declaration is a readable interface of the 
ui Jject itself. In contents we allow only free atoms, as we want to statically verify ii 
I hoy meet rule postconditions. 

4.3 Initial 

lu!Lial specifies the sequence of atoms that represent the object initial state and the 
1•"quence of the initial threads , i.e. those activated with the object. 

;'jA Critical 

A c: ri tical region is identified by a IJame that ranges over the alphabet { 11, ... , 'Yn, ... } 
uud specifies a set of atoms. Atoms specified in a critical region cannot be consumed 
lly oLher threads than the one who entered the critical region itself. 

tl,.5 Thread 

A thread consists of a name and a path expression. The thread path expression 
NI> C'cifies critkal regions, sequencing, alternation, and rule priority, according to the 
Hynta.x given below. We use three syntactic categories: Exp, Rule, and -yf+,-}, where 
Jtule denotes a rule name, Exp a path expression, and 'Yi. ranges over the alphabet of 
Lhc critical region names. 

Exp :: = € 

Rule 
ExpExp 
ExpiExp 
Exp > Exp 
Exp* 
(Exp] 
(Exp) 
Rule{Exp; Exp; Exp; Exp} 
-rt Exp')'j 

empty 
rule name 
sequencing 
choice 
priority 
iteration 
optionality 
precedence 
failure 
critical region 

The grammar generates the set of path expressions over the alphabet of rule 
un.mes extended with {-yt, ... , 'Yn• ... } {+.-} and E, the empty path expression. A path 
~~:xpression is similar to a regular expression, with the following exceptions: the priority 
operator modifies choice allowing to express a priority between two alternative paths; 
the optionality construct is a shorthand for Exp I Ei the failure operator takes into 
n.ccount the possibly different outcomes of a rule evaluation (success or failure of the 
IJody and of the communication). 
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Every rule name must appear at least in one of the threads of the object , and can 
appear more than once in each thread. 

A thread terminates when it reaches the end of one of the (finite) paths described 
by its path expression . When all the threads of an object are terminated the object 
itself terminates. ' 

4 .6 Rules 

R ule syntax is indeed more complex than the one we have given in Paragraph 3.5, 
where we skipped many detaHs, such as error handling and primitives. A rule takes 
the form: 

name: 

Rule guard 

read_guard { in.guard} 
body. 
01/.t 
body failbodv 
data 1 ail data 
target Jailtarget 

Both rea.d...guard and in...guard are sequences of atoms. Rea.d...guard may contain 
primitives like = , ? = , \ = , ==, <, >, is, var, .. . derived from Prolog, to express 
relations between the different facts composing a guard, and primitives of eta: 

- self(O), fatber(O). Variable 0 is bound to the object name or to the name 
of the object creator, respectively. 

- not A succeeds iff A does not unify with any atom of the state. In case of 
success, not A does not produce any substitution. 

- all(A 1 L), all( A , L, GJ. ln the first case Lis bound to the list of all the atoms 
of the object state that unify with A , while in the second case atoms in L 
must also satisfy goal G. 

The last two primitives can appear in an In-guard too. In this case the selected 
atoms are removed from the state. For guard evaluation we refer to [11] . 

Some syntactic sugar: in the precondition we use curly brackets to denote tu
ples removed (Jn.guard), in the postcondition the same brackets denote tuples to be 
written. 

Rule body 
Rule body is an atomic Prolog goal. It is instantiated by the substitution computed by 
guard evaluation and t~en evaluated with respect to the Prolog program accordingly 
to Prolog usual semantiCS. In case of success the first computed answer substitution 
binds the variables of the postcondition, otherwise no substitution is computed the 
postcondition is skipped, and f ail,od11 is written in the object state. ' 
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llule postcondition 
ltule postcondition consists of an 011.t followed by the (optional} parts body1 data, 
l llrge t each of them containing an atom. The out is a. sequence o{: 

- atoms to be written on the object state; 

- expressions of the kind atom@target whose meaning is that the atom must 
be sent to object target; 

- thread activations; 

- expressions of the kind n ew(O} whose meaning is that a new object 0 
must be activated; 

- expressions of the kind list(L} or list (L)@target whose meaning is that the 
atoms contained in list L must be written in the object state or sent to 
object target, respectively. 

The parts body, dat&1 target specify the atoms to be written in the object state 
In case of failure of the body evaluation (body}; in case of a communication failure, 
r1wsed by an interface violation (data.) or by the non existence of the target object 
( target) ; in case of fail ure of an object activation because of the non existence of a. 
('Or responding class ( target). 

4.7 lsa 

When a class inherits from another one, say AisaB, the parts input , 011.tput , contents 
11nd initial of the two classes are disjoint, with the meaning that in A we simply extend 
D. On the contrary, we allow overriding of rules, threads, critical regions, and Prolog 
clauses (predicate definitions} , i.e. we can redefine them in A . 

5 Discussion 

Object orientation usually implies a. structure over program data. In logic languages, 
object orientation leads to a structured knowledge base [6, 13]. An eta. object has a 
ll tatic knowledge base, which defines the semantics of the rule bodies. The tuple space 
rontents, which is dynamic and open to external inputs, affects, with rule definitions 
the reactive behaviour of an object . Both these aspects belong to the definition of ~ 
object and exploit the advantages of the object oriented model, in particular of the 
inheritance. 

The way to access an object in eta is, as usual, by sending messages througb a. 
rigid interface. Messages are atoms that are added to the receiver object's state that 
is shared among concurrent threads. As a consequence, we miss the usual and full 
correspondence between the object interface, i.e. the set of exported methods, and 
its functional behaviour. However, from a programmjng point of view it is straight
forward to define objects with this feature and, from a semantic. point of view, it is 
not. difficult to explicit this correspondence in the general case. 
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6 Conclusions and Future Works 

The eta implementation is designed to exploit a network of Unix workstations. This 
choice has been motivated by the great diffusion and the acceptable price of dis
tributed environments of this kind. 

The realization of the eta run time support will benefit from the experience gained 
during the implementation of Pate and is more than an affordable task. The approach 
is to compile eta objects in programs written in a object oriented language (actually 
C++). Each eta object runs as a multithreaded Unix process. Evaluation of Pro
Jog goals, interprocess communication, and multithreading are supported by custom 
predefined libraries. 

As extensions of the language, we plan to introduce multiple inheritance and a 
notion of eta. system that allows to statically define and check cooperation. properties 
among objects. 
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Appendix 

The example describes a zoo. 
Animals (bears} growl when hungry, wait some time (PatienceTime}, and then 

either some food has arrived or they growl once more. After eating, if the food was 
enough with respect to their diet (to..eat(O}), they yawn and sleep, otherwise, they 
growl to have some more food . 

Wardens take care of animals, preparing food when they growl. The time they 
spend in this operation depends on their Laziness and reduces if a warning {hurry.up) 
is received. 

The zoo...m atH\gement controls the work of the wardens, engages new wardens if 
they are not enough, and buys new animals. 
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bear( Name, Diet, SleepTime, PatienceTime, ZooM an, Warden) 

{lood(h.oneJI , Quantit11)} 
{growl(Name} , 
1Jilwn(Name), 
animal(TJ1pt:, N arne,[ d)} 
{ to..eat(Amount)} 
(to..eat(Diet)}, 
{atartup} 
at4rtup : init 
behaviour : ({eat > growlt aleep awaket 

init : s elf(/ d) 
I 
{animal(bear, Nome,ld)}@ZooMan 

. {animal(bear, Name, ld)}OWarden 
{behaviour} 

eat : {food(.., Quantity) , to...l':at(Amount)} 
leat(Amount, Quantitv , NewAmount~. 
{to...l':at(NewAmount)} 

growl : to...l':at(Amount), Amount > 0 
lwait(PatienceTime). 
{growl(Nome)}OZooMon 
{growl(Name)}OWarden 

aleep : { to...l':at(O)} 
I 
{vown(Name)}OZooMan 

awake : isleep(SleepTime). 
{ to_eot( Diet)} 

eat( Amoun t, Quantity , N ewAmount) : -
Amount > Quantity, 
New Amount is Amount - Quantitv, 
suspend( Quantity). 

eat( Amount, Quantity, 0) : -
Amount ~ Qucmtitv, 
su3pend( Quantity) . 

wait(PatienceTime) : -
suspend(PatienceTime}. 

sleep(SieepTime) : 
suspend(SleepTime). 

Class 

input 
end 

Class 

input 
e nd 
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normalbear(Name, Diet, SleepTime, PatienceTime, ZooM an) iaa bear 

{food( meat, Quantity), lood(vegetahles , Quantity)} 

toonbear(N a me, Diet, SleepTime , PatienceTime, ZooM an) Is a bear 

{I ood( sandwich., Quantity), I ood( C4ke, Quantity)} 

warden( Name, &.t, Lazineu, ZooM an) 

{animal(AName, ld), growl(AName}, h.urry..up} 
{I ood(Food, Quantity), warden( Name, I d, 0)} 
{I ood( Food, Quantity), dislike( AN a me, Food) , lazy( C Lazineu)} 
{lazy(Lazineu), lood(banana,6), lood(h.oney,4), 

food( meat, 8), food(sandwich. ,6), 
food( vegetables , 6}, food(C4ke, 8)}, 

{ .ftartup} 
atartup : init 
task : (work > hurrJI..up >rut)" 

init : 

work : 

•elf( I d) 

I 
{warden(Name,ld,O)}OZooMan 
{task} 

{gr0111l( AN a me)} 
animal( AN arne, I d), lood(Food, Quantity), 
not dislike( AN arne, Food), 
lazy( C Lazineu ), 
lprepare(Food, Quantity, CLazineu) . 
food(Food, Quantity)O/d . 
data {dislike(AName, Food)) 

hurry..up: {h.urry_up, lazy(CLazineu)} 
lapeed..up(CLazine.u , N Lazineu). 
{lazv(N Lazineu)} . 
body{ lazy(CLazineu)} 

lsuapend(&st). 

with prepare(.., Quantity , Lazineas) :-
Time is Quant.ity X Lazineu, •u•pend(Time) . 

apeed_up(CLazineu, N L4zineu) : -
CLazineu > 1, N Lazineu i1 CLazineu - 1. 

end 


